Cold-Applied Corrosion Solutions for Storage Tanks
15th July - Across 4 different time zones

About the Webinar:
In this webinar we will be discussing storage tank maintenance. Using practical demonstrations and case study examples, the speakers will explore topics including:

• Using heatless and cold applied solutions and technologies to bond plates, equipment and composite patches onto corroded tanks
• How coatings can provide protection against corrosion, both internally and externally
• Sealing tank bases effectively, while letting moisture escape from the substrate beneath

How to Register for the Webinar:
Date: 15th July 2019
Times: Four webinars will be delivered throughout the day. UTC – 3:00, 9:00, 15:00, 21:00
Duration: 20-minute interactive presentation, followed by a 10-minute live Question and Answer session

The transcript and recording of the webinar will be sent to all registered attendees. Even if you're unable to attend your chosen session, you will be granted access to its content.